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Abstract
Stochastic mortality, i.e. modelling death arrival via a jump process
with stochastic intensity, is gaining increasing reputation as a way to
represent mortality risk. This paper is a first attempt to model the mor-
tality risk of couples of individuals, according to the stochastic intensity
approach. Dependence between the survival times of the members of a
couple is captured by an Archimedean copula.
We also provide a methodology for fitting the joint survival function by
working separately on the (analytical) marginals and on the (analytical)
copula. First, we provide a sample-based calibration for the intensity, us-
ing a time-homogeneous, non mean-reverting, affine process: this gives the
marginal survival functions. Then we calibrate and select the best fit cop-
ula according to the Wang and Wells (2000b) methodology for censored
data. By coupling the calibrated marginals with the best fit copula, we
obtain a joint survival function which incorporates the stochastic nature
of mortality improvements.
We apply the methodology to a well known insurance data set, using
a sample generation. The best fit copula turns out to be one listed in
Nelsen (2006), which implies not only positive dependence, but depen-
dence increasing with age.
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1 Introduction
Longevity risk, that is the tendency of individuals to live longer and longer,
has been increasingly attracting the attention of the actuarial literature. More
generally, mortality risk, that is the occurrence of unexpected changes in sur-
vivorship, is a well accepted phenomenon.
One way to incorporate improvements in survivorship, especially at old ages,
is to introduce the so called stochastic mortality. This boils down to describing
death arrival using a doubly stochastic or Cox process, i.e. in interpreting death
arrival as the first jump time of a Poisson-like process, the intensity of which,
contrary to that of the standard Poisson, is a stochastic process. Then, a priori
two sources of uncertainty impinge on each individual: a common one, repre-
sented by the intensity, and an idiosyncratic one, represented by the actual jump
time, for a given intensity. Mortality risk is captured by the behaviour of the
common risk factor, the intensity. The term “common” extends here to a whole
generation within a gender. The approach leads to generation-dependent sur-
vival functions and therefore allows for survivorship improvements. It has been
proposed by Milevsky and Promislow (2001) and developed by Dahl (2004),
Biffis (2005), Denuit and Devolder (2005), Luciano and Vigna (2005), Cairns et
al. (2006) and Schrager (2006).
Up to now, no attempt has been made to model the survivorship of couples
of individuals stochastically, in the sense above specified. Bivariate mortality
has been described in the nonstochastic case only. The copula approach has
become the most popular methodology in this context. Working on a data set
of mortality of couples from a large Canadian insurer, both Frees et al. (1996)
and Carriere (2000) present fully parametric models using maximum likelihood,
where the marginal distribution functions (Frees et al.) or survival functions
(Carriere) are assumed to be of Gompertz type. Frees et al. (1996) use the
Frank copula. Carriere (2000), on the other hand, discusses several copulas
with more than one parameter (Frank, Clayton, Normal, Linear Mixing, Cor-
related Frailty). Using the same data set in an attempt to address the issue of
different types of dependence, Youn and Shemyakin (1999, 2001) refine Frees
et al.’s method by classifying individuals according to the age difference be-
tween the female and the male members of each couple. Shemyakin and Youn
(2001) adopt a Bayesian methodology as an alternative. All three papers use
the Gumbel-Hougaard copula.
With the exception of Carriere (2000), the existing literature based on the
same sample does not perform a best fit copula choice. However, since different
copulas entail different characteristics regarding the type of dependence and
aging properties, as shown in Spreeuw (2006), the choice of an appropriate
copula is essential. Ideally, one should use the best copula among all possible
ones. Practically, the process of choosing a copula must be restricted to a finite
number of them.
For complete data, Genest and Rivest (1993) have developed a procedure
where the process of choosing a copula in the Archimedean class is independent
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from the specification of the margins. Denuit et al. (2001) have managed to get
hold of complete survival data of coupled lives by visiting cemeteries. Applying
the method developed by Genest and Rivest (1993), they have established a
weak correlation of lifetimes between males and females, and identified several
plausible candidates for the copula.
Genest and Rivest method cannot be used if data are right-censored. This is
the case for the data set used in Frees et al. (1996), Carriere (2000), Shemyakin
and Youn (2001) and Youn and Shemyakin (1999, 2001). Wang and Wells
(2000b) have extended Genest and Rivest method to bivariate right-censored
data. This technique has not been applied to coupled lives yet.
In this paper, we couple the stochastic mortality univariate approach with
the best fit copula technique of Wang and Wells in order to introduce stochastic
mortality on two dependent lives. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
model the mortality of couples in a stochastic way. As a consequence, the main
contributions in this paper are twofold:
• We incorporate the random evolution of mortality intensity and generation
effects in the mortality of couples.
• We perform the best fit selection so as to infer from the data how asso-
ciation evolves when the couple ages. We do this by choosing candidate
copulas which incorporate different behaviours in respect to aging.
We apply our modelling and calibration procedure to a generation-based
sample of joint survival data, belonging to the Canadian data set used by Frees
et al. (1996), Carriere (2000), Shemyakin and Youn (2001) and Youn and She-
myakin (1999, 2001). We select and calibrate the copula function and check its
robustness through pseudo-maximum likelihood.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review the stochastic
mortality approach at the univariate level, and the particular marginal model
that we have selected. In Section 3 we justify the copula class that we have
adopted - the Archimedean one - and list the different copulas which serve as
candidates for our choice. In Section 4 we describe the copula calibration and
selection methodology, as proposed by Wang and Wells (2000b). In Section 5 we
apply the theoretical framework and the calibration method to the data sample.
In Section 6 the specific best fit copula obtained, together with the analytical
margins, enables us to present the analytical joint survival function and to
discuss the corresponding measures of time-dependent association. Section 7
concludes.
2 Marginal stochastic mortality
2.1 Theoretical framework
It has been widely accepted that mortality has improved over time, and dif-
ferent generations have different mortality patterns: according to the standard
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terminology, we will call this phenomenon mortality risk. Evidence of mortality
risk is provided by Cairns et al. (2006), who present also a very detailed dis-
cussion of the different existing approaches for modelling it. Essentially, most
of these approaches rely on a continuous-time stochastic process for the instan-
taneous mortality intensity, which can be interpreted as a stochastic force of
mortality. These works exploit – on one hand – the similarity between time
to default and remaining lifetime and – on the other – the similarity between
short-term interest rate and force of mortality. Milevsky and Promislow (2001)
have used a stochastic force of mortality, the expectation of which at any future
date – under an appropriate choice of parameters – has a Gompertz specifi-
cation. Dahl (2004), Biffis (2005), Denuit and Devolder (2005), Luciano and
Vigna (2005) and Schrager (2006) have applied the mathematical tools of Cox
processes used in the credit risk literature when modelling the time to default
(see, for instance, Artzner and Delbaen (1992), Lando (1998) and Duffie and
Singleton (1999)). Since the approach is in reduced form, one is allowed to par-
allel the financial approach even though the factors underlying the death of an
individual – essentially biological – and the factors driving the default of a firm
– essentially economical – are different. In this setting, the remaining lifetime
of an individual, τ , is a doubly stochastic stopping time with intensity µ, which
is itself a stochastic process. Intuitively, this means that conditionally on µ,
the jump process driving mortality is Poisson. For a thorough treatment of the
mathematical framework, we refer the reader to Bre´maud (1981). It is possible
to show that if τ ≥ t is a stopping time doubly stochastic with intensity µ, then:
P (τ > s|Gt) = E
[
e−
∫
s
t
µ(u)du|Gt
]
(1)
where Gt describes the information at time t. The parallel with the interest-rate
literature consists also in the similarity between the survival probability given
by (1) and the price at current time t of a zero-coupon bond with maturity
at s > t when the short-term interest rate is given by the process µ. All the
Mathematical Finance literature about interest rate models can be retrieved in
this setting.
It is convenient to specify the stochastic intensity µ as an affine process in R,
the dynamics of which are given by the SDE:
dµ(t) = f(µ(t))dt + g(µ(t))dW˜ (t) + dJ(t) (2)
where W˜ is an n-dimensional Brownian motion, J is a pure jump process and
where the drift f(µ(t)), the covariance matrix g(µ(t))g(µ(t))′ and the jump
measure associated with J have affine dependence on µ(t). Interested readers
can find a thorough treatment of affine processes in Duffie et al. (2003). The
convenience of adopting an affine process in modelling the intensity lies in the
fact that, under technical conditions (see Duffie and Singleton (2003)), it yields:
E
[
e
∫
T
t
−µ(u)du|Gt
]
= eα(T−t)+β(T−t)µ(t), (3)
where the coefficients α(·) and β(·) satisfy generalized Riccati ODEs. The latter
can be solved at least numerically and in some cases analytically. Therefore,
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the problem of calculating the expectation (1), which in general is very hard if
not impossible to solve, becomes easier to solve whenever affine processes for
µ(t) are employed.
2.2 Selection of the intensity and calibration
In the existing actuarial literature, different classes of affine processes have been
explored for the mortality intensity µ. For example, Dahl (2004) selects an ex-
tended Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) process, i.e. a time-inhomogeneous process
reverting to a deterministic function of time. Biffis (2005) chooses two different
specifications for the intensity process. In the first one, the intensity is given by a
deterministic function of time, plus a mean reverting jump diffusion process. In
the second one, which is a two factor model, the intensity is a CIR-like process,
mean-reverting to another process. Schrager (2006) proposes an M -factor affine
stochastic intensity, which includes the sum of mean-reverting factors. Denuit
and Devolder (2005) introduce various stochastic models for the force of mor-
tality, which are continuous-time versions of the Lee Carter model and include
a mean reversion effect to a limit table. Luciano and Vigna (2005) explore
time-homogeneous, non mean-reverting affine processes the deterministic part
of which increases exponentially. They consider a few natural extensions of the
Gompertz model for the force of mortality, which differ from each other only
in their stochastic part. In particular, they propose three models. The first
one is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Gaussian process, the second one is an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with jumps, and the third one is a Feller type model. For
each model, they assume different intensity processes for different generations.
This allows them to model survival improvements over generations.
Among the one-factor models, Biffis (2005) fits his mean-reverting time-
inhomogeneous intensity to Italian mortality tables, while Luciano and Vigna
(2005) calibrate their time-homogeneous simpler processes to the Human Mor-
tality database for the UK population. They show that time-homogeneous non
mean-reverting affine processes describe appropriately the stochastic force of
mortality. Indeed, both the fit and the predictive power of these processes are
satisfactory, in spite of their analytical simplicity. A relevant result is that the
addition of a stochastic part to the basic Gompertz model is needed. Indeed,
they show – by means of simulations – that the volatility of the intensity process
is directly transferred to the variability of the simulated number of deaths in a
population. Moreover, for different generations, different estimates of parame-
ters, and therefore different processes, are obtained. These two results confirm
that both the diffusive part and the generation effects should not be ignored.
The results obtained in Luciano and Vigna (2005) justify the choice made
in this paper of an affine, time-homogeneous intensity process, without mean
reversion. In particular, we use a non Gaussian Feller model, since in this case
the intensity can never become negative. The Feller intensity, for the cohort or
generation born x years ago, follows the equation
dµx(s) = axµx(s)ds + σx
√
µx(s)dWx(s),
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where ax > 0 and σx ≥ 0. The corresponding survival probability1 is given by
(1), i.e.
Sx(t) = E
[
e
∫
t
0
−µx(s)ds
]
= eαx(t)+βx(t)µx(0), (4)
where, omitting the dependence on x for simplicity{
α(t) = 0
β(t) = 1−e
bt
c+debt
,
with 
b = −√a2 + 2σ2
c = b+a2
d = b−a2
.
The parameters a and σ can be obtained either from mortality tables or, as
we do below, from sample censored data. In both cases they can be calibrated
by minimizing the mean square error between the theoretical and actual proba-
bilities2: in the mortality table case the actual probabilities are the table ones,
while in the sample case they are the empirical ones, as obtained, for instance,
by the classical Kaplan-Meier procedure for censored data.
3 Modelling bivariate survival functions with cop-
ulas
3.1 The copula representation
Suppose that the lives (x) and (y) , belonging respectively to the gender m
(males) and f (females), with ages x and y at the start of the observation,
have remaining lifetimes Tmx and T
f
y , both with continuous distributions. We
denote the marginal survival functions by Smx and S
f
y , so that, for all s, t ≥ 0,
Smx (s) = Pr [T
m
x > s] and S
f
y (t) = Pr
[
T fy > t
]
. By Sklar’s theorem, there exists
a copula, denoted by Cxy, such that for all (s, t) ∈ R+ × R+ the joint survival
function of x and y, denoted by Sxy, can be represented in terms of the marginal
ones:
Sxy(s, t) = Cxy(S
m
x (s), S
f
y (t)). (5)
This representation is unique over the range of the margins. Note that the
suffix xy for both the copula function and the joint survival function reflects
the dependence of both these functions on the generation and the starting ages
1These probabilities are decreasing in age t if and only if
ebt(σ2 + 2d2) > σ2 − 2dc
A sufficient condition for this is that σ2 − 2dc < 0.
2In Luciano and Vigna (2005) the authors perform the calibration both with the maximum
likelihood (ML) and mean square error (MSE) procedure. Since they find equivalence between
the two methodologies over a number of different generations, here we have chosen the MSE
approach.
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x and y. Indeed, a fundamental issue for copula models applying to coupled
lives concerns the time of coupling. Unlike twins, members of a couple do not
have common genes and usually do not grow up in the same house. It does not
seem too unrealistic to assume that the remaining lifetimes of coupled lives are
independent until they meet each other for the first time. This is one of the
reasons why in our setup the copula will not take effect at birth, as in Frees
et al. (1996), but only later in life. Ideally we would couple lives at the time
two people start living together permanently. Unfortunately, couples in our
data set only start getting observed after this event. This is the left-truncation
issue which we have had to cope with. Carriere (2000) couples lives as soon
as they start getting observed. Carriere argues that in this way, unlike Frees
et al. (1996), the marginal survival probabilities of either life at the start of
the observation remain preserved, in the sense that they do not depend on the
survival status of the other life. For e.g. males, this would mean
Sx(s) =
S0(x + s)
S0(x)
.
Carriere also states that the issue that the remaining lifetime of the living person
depends on that of the yet unborn partner is avoided. We share Carriere’s view
in this respect.
3.2 Candidate copulas
Using the Wang and Wells procedure implies that all copulas which we are
going to consider belong to the Archimedean class. Archimedean copulas may
be constructed using a function φ : I → R+, continuous, decreasing, convex and
such that φ(1) = 0. Such a function φ is called a generator. It is called a strict
generator whenever φ(0) = +∞. Having defined the pseudo-inverse of φ, φ−1 ,
in such a way that, by composition with the generator, it gives the identity:
φ−1 (φ (v)) = v.
An Archimedean copula CA is generated as follows:
CA(v, z) = φ−1 (φ(v) + φ(z)) . (6)
Archimedean copulas have been widely used, due to their mathematical tractabil-
ity. The Archimedean class is rich, so allowing for Archimedean copulas does
not seem to be very restrictive. We refer the reader to the book by Nelsen
(2006) for a review of Archimedean copulas definition and properties, and to
Cherubini et al. (2004) for their applications.
In the Archimedean class in particular we will take into consideration the
copulas in Table 1.
We have selected these families following the results in Spreeuw (2006), who
studied the type of time-dependent association between lives implied by many
Archimedean copulas.
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No. Name Generator C (u, v)
φ (t)
1 Clayton t−θ − 1 (u−θ + v−θ − 1)− 1θ
2 Gumbel- (− ln t)θ exp
[
−
(
(− lnu)θ + (− ln v)θ
) 1
θ
]
Hougaard
3 Frank − ln e−θt−1
e−θ−1
− 1
θ
ln
[
1 +
(e−θu−1)(e−θv−1)
e−θ−1
]
4 4.2.20 Nelsen exp
[
t−θ
]− e [ln (exp (u−θ)+ exp (v−θ)− e)]− 1θ
5 Special 1
tθ
− tθ 2− 1θ (−W +√4 + W 2) ;
W = φ (u) + φ (u)
Table 1: Archimedean copula families
Three measures of time-dependent association between Tmx and T
f
y have
been introduced in the literature. They all stem from Anderson et al. (1992).
We will apply them in Section 6.
The first measure is the rescaled conditional probability, denoted by ψ1 (s, t):
ψ1 (s, t) =
Sxy(s, t)
Smx (s) S
f
y (t)
=
Pr
[
Tmx > s
∣∣T fy > t]
Pr [Tmx > s]
=
Pr
[
T fy > t |Tmx > s
]
Pr
[
T
f
y > t
] . (7)
The second measure is the conditional expected residual lifetime of (x) and
(y) , which we will specify as ψ2x (s, t) and ψ2y (s, t), respectively
ψ2x (s, t) =
E
[
Tmx − s
∣∣Tmx > s, T fy > t]
E [Tmx − s |Tmx > s ]
ψ2y (s, t) =
E
[
T fy − t
∣∣Tmx > s, T fy > t]
E
[
T
f
y − t
∣∣∣T fy > t] . (8)
In this paper we will concentrate on the behaviour of the functions ψ2x (0, t)
and ψ2y (s, 0) .
The third measure is the cross-ratio function CR (Sxy (s, t)), defined in Clay-
ton (1978) and studied by Oakes (1989).
CR (Sxy (s, t)) =
Sxy (s, t)
d
ds
d
dt
Sxy (s, t)
d
ds
Sxy (s, t)
d
dt
Sxy (s, t)
.
It specifies the relative increase of the force of mortality of the survivor (imme-
diately) upon death of the partner. If CR (Sxy (u, u)) increases (decreases) as a
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function of u, this means that members of a couple become more (less) depen-
dent on each other as they age. Spreeuw (2006) has shown that for Archimedean
copulas and u = s = t, the cross ratio definition comes down to an expression
in terms of the inverse of the generator:
CR (Sxy (u, u)) =
φ−1 (v) (φ−1)′′ (v)((
φ−1
)′
(v)
)2

v=φ(Sxy(u,u))
. (9)
The candidate copulas have been selected in regard to association, as mea-
sured by the cross-ratio function. The first copula in Table 1, Clayton, bears
the special property of the association remaining constant over time. Copulas
2 (Gumbel-Hougaard) and 3 (Frank) both present association decreasing over
time. Copula families 4 and 5 are due to Nelsen (2006). Family 4 can be iden-
tified as “Family 4.2.20” in Chapter 4 of Nelsen (2006) and will henceforth be
referred to as the “4.2.20 Nelsen copula”. Copula 5, which is also due to Chap-
ter 4 of Nelsen (2006), will be labelled as the “Special copula”. It is the interior
power family φ(tα) associated with φ(t) = 1
t
− t, which is one of the generators
listed in Nelsen (2006). It was studied in Spreeuw (2006). Copulas 4 and 5,
unlike the first three copulas, have association increasing over time, which is
what one would expect for coupled lives.
4 Copula estimate and best fit choice
In this section we describe the procedure we will adopt in order to select and
calibrate an Archimedean copula under double right censoring.
4.1 The distribution function of the Archimedean copula
For a couple with lives aged x and y at the start of observation, let Zxy =
Sxy
(
Tmx , T
f
y
)
. Define Kxy as the distribution function of Zxy. Note that Zxy =
Cxy (U, V ) where (U, V ) is a random couple with unit uniform margins.
Genest and Rivest (1993) have shown that, for Archimedean copulas with
generator φ, the distribution function Kxy is given by
Kxy (z) = z − λxy (z) (10)
where
λxy (z) =
φxy (z)
φ
′
xy (z)
, 0 < z ≤ 1. (11)
and φ
′
xy is the generator derivative. The function Kxy is to be estimated from
the data. We will make a distinction between complete data, such as in Denuit
et al. (2001), and censored data, such as in the current paper.
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4.1.1 General principle without censoring
Genest and Rivest (1993) have shown that, for complete data of size n, Kxy can
be estimated using its empirical counterpart, K̂n(xy), defined as
K̂n(xy) (z) =
1
n
# {i |zi ≤ z } where zi = 1
n− 1# {(sj , tj) |sj < si, tj < ti } ,
where the symbol # indicates the cardinality of a set and {(si, ti) , i = 1, ..., n}
are the observed data.
4.1.2 Wang-Wells empirical version of the generator in the presence
of censored data
Wang and Wells (2000b) have proposed a modified estimator of K for censored
data. K can be written as
Kxy (v) = 1− Pr
[
Sxy
(
Tmx , T
f
y
)
> v
]
= 1− E
[
I{Sxy(T mx ,T fy )>v}
]
,
Assume we have n observations
{(
s˜i, t˜i
)
, i = 1, .., n
}
Let s˜1 ≤ ... ≤ s˜n and
t˜1 ≤ ... ≤ t˜n be their ordered versions. Then the estimator is given by
K̂n(xy) (v) = 1−
∫∞
0
∫∞
0
I{Ŝxy(s,t)>v}dŜxy (ds, dt)
= 1−
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
I{Ŝxy(s˜i,t˜j)>v}Ŝxy
(△s˜i,△t˜j) , (12)
where Ŝxy stands for a nonparametric estimator of the joint survival function,
taking censoring into account, and Ŝxy
(△s˜i,△t˜j) = Ŝxy (s˜i, t˜j)−Ŝxy (s˜i−1, t˜j)−
Ŝxy
(
s˜i, t˜j−1
)
+ Ŝxy
(
s˜i−1, t˜j−1
)
is the estimated mass at
(
s˜i, t˜j
)
. We therefore
need a nonparametric estimate of the bivariate survival function, denoted by
Ŝxy, which depends on the margins. For Ŝxy we will use the estimator intro-
duced in Dabrowska (1988).
4.1.3 Dabrowska’s estimator
Let us denote by Ŝmx and Ŝ
f
y the Kaplan-Meier estimates of the univariate
survival functions of Tmx and T
f
y . Dabrowska’s estimator is:
Ŝxy (s, t) = Ŝ
m
x (s) Ŝ
f
y (t)
∏
0<u≤s
0<v≤t
(1− Lxy (△u,△v)) , (13)
with
Lxy (△u,△v) = Λ̂10 (△u, v
−) Λ̂01 (u
−,△v)− Λ̂11 (△u,△v)(
1− Λ̂10 (△u, v−)
)(
1− Λ̂01 (u−,△v)
) , (14)
with △u = u − u−, and △v = v − v−. Λ̂11 (△u,△v) is defined as the esti-
mated hazard function of double failures (i.e. deaths) at point (u, v), while
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Λ̂10 (△u, v−) and Λ̂01 (u−,△v) are the estimated hazard functions of failures of
(x) at u and (y) at v respectively, given the exposed to risk defined at (u, v) 3.
The principle of equation (14) can be derived from the numerator. We match
the expected number of joint failures in case of independence with the actual
number of joint failures. A negative difference implies positive association. We
define
Hxy (s, t) =
∏
0<u≤s
0<v≤t
(1− Lxy (△u,△v)) , (15)
as the multiplier by which the joint survival function differs from the one under
independence (see equation (13)). It follows that positive association is implied
if Hxy (s, t) ≥ 1.
4.2 Wang-Wells theoretical version of the generator in the
presence of censored data
Wang and Wells also suggested a procedure for obtaining the theoretical ver-
sion of Kxy. For each copula the theoretical version can be compared with the
empirical one under censored data, and the comparison provides a best fit se-
lection criterium among different copulas. As is known, the original procedure
in Genest and Rivest (1993) for Archimedean copula selection consists in
1) obtaining an estimated Kendall’s τˆ coefficient;
2) determining – for each candidate copula – the parameter value θˆ which
corresponds to the τˆ by working the parameter out of the relationship
τˆ = 4
∫ 1
0
λxy(v)dv + 1 (16)
where λxy(v) is given by (11);
3) building – again for each copula – a theoretical Kxy, Kφ
θ̂
(xy), by substi-
tuting, for a given generator, the estimate θˆ in (10);
4) selecting as best fit copula the one where the theoretical Kxy is the least
distant – according to the L2 or other norms – from the empirical one, K̂n(xy).
This procedure is appropriate for complete data, but it is not applicable
without provisos in the bivariate censored case. It is still applicable when the
greatest observations are not censored, as shown by Wang and Wells (2000a)
and done by Denuit et al. (2004). However, it is not applicable when, as in
our case, the greatest observations are not uncensored. This is due to the fact
that a consistent estimator for Kendall’s tau does not exist in the latter case.
3For i ∈ {1, .., n}, let δ1i and δ2i be the indicators of the event that observations si and ti
respectively, will be uncensored. We define Λ̂11 (s, t) =
∫
s
u=0
∫
t
v=0
K̂1 (du, dv)
/
M̂
 
u−, v−

;
Λ̂10 (s, t) = −
∫
s
u=0
K̂2 (du, t)
/
M̂
 
u−, t

; Λ̂01 (s, t) = −
∫
t
v=0
K̂3 (s, dv) M̂
 
s, v−

, where
M̂ (s, t) = 1
n
# {i |si > s, ti > t} ; K̂1 (s, t) =
1
n
# {i |si > s, ti > t, δ1i = 1, δ2i = 1} ;
K̂2 (s, t) =
1
n
# {i |si > s, ti > t, δ1i = 1} ; K̂3 (s, t) =
1
n
# {i |si > s, ti > t, δ2i = 1}
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Therefore, we adopt the modified Wang and Wells procedure, which comprises
the following steps:
1’) choosing as parameter value θˆ for each copula the one which minimizes
the distance between the corresponding theoretical Kφ
θ̂
(xy) and the empirical
K̂n(xy),
2’) selecting as best fit copula the one which minimizes such a distance,
3’) getting an estimate of Kendall’s tau from the parameter value of the best
fit copula.
In symbols, at stage 1’) we define Kφ
θ̂
(xy) = v − λφ
θ̂
(xy) (v), and choose as
parameter estimate θ̂ the one which makes the corresponding theoretical Kxy,
Kφ
θ̂
(xy), the least distant from the empirical Kxy, K̂n(xy). In the present paper,
as in Wang and Wells, the distance or error is defined in the usual quadratic
sense, i.e. it is taken under the L2 norm:
error
(
φθ(xy)
)
=
∫ 1
ξ
(
Kφθ(xy) − K̂n(xy) (v)
)2
dv. (17)
Therefore
θ̂ = arg min
θ
[
error
(
φθ(xy)
)]
. (18)
In turn, the lower bound for the computation of the error, ξ, is taken to be
the minimum value admissible according to Wang and Wells in the presence of
censoring, that is the smallest value for which the empirical Kxy is positive:
ξ = min {ν : Kxy(ν) > 0} (19)
In this way we use all the available information, given double censoring.
At stage 2’), we select the copula which provides the minimum (minimized)
error, error
(
φ
θ̂(xy)
)
. As a robustness check, we suggest double checking the
result with another distance definition. A natural candidate is the distance of
the sup norm, namely:
error′
(
φ
θ̂(xy)
)
= sup
ξ<ν<1
∣∣∣Kφ
θ̂
(xy) (v)− K̂n(xy) (v)
∣∣∣ .
At stage 3’), we get the corresponding dependence measure by using, in corre-
spondence to the best fit copula, the general relationship (16), which, for the
estimated values, becomes
τˆ = 4
∫ 1
ξ
[
v −Kφ
θ̂
(xy) (v)
]
dv + 1.
Wang and Wells (2000b) have derived the asymptotic properties of θ̂, under
the condition of Kφ
θ̂
(xy) (v) being twice differentiable with respect to θ̂, with
bounded derivatives and weak convergence of Kendall’s process
√
n
(
K̂n(xy) (·)−Kφθ(xy) (·)
)
to a pointwise limit identified in Barbe et al. (1996).
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4.3 Omnibus procedure
In order to confirm the results of the procedure described above, we estimate the
dependence parameter and compare the copula fit through the pseudo-maximum
likelihood or omnibus procedure. This method has been described in broad
terms by Oakes (1994). Its statistical properties are analyzed in Genest et al.
(1995). It is discussed in Cherubini et al. (2004).
The procedure treats marginal distributions as nuisance parameters of in-
finite dimension. The margins are estimated nonparametrically by rescaled
versions of the Kaplan-Meier estimators, with the rescaling factor (multiplier)
equal to n /(n + 1) . The loglikelihood function to be maximized, denoted by
L (θ), has the following shape:
L (θ) =
n∑
i=1
 δ1i δ2i ln [cθ (ui, vi)] + (1− δ1i) δ2i ln [∂Cθ(ui,vi)∂vi ]
+δ1i (1− δ2i) ln
[
∂Cθ(ui,vi)
∂ui
]
+ (1− δ1i) (1− δ2i) ln [Cθ (ui, vi)]
 ,
where (ui, vi) =
(
Ŝmxi (si) , Ŝ
f
yi
(ti)
)
, Cθ (ui, vi) is the copula being considered,
cθ (ui, vi) its density (i.e. the derivative with respect to both arguments) and
δ1i δ2i are as defined in section 4.1. Note that this procedure could also be
applied to non Archimedean copulas; it leads to
θˆ = arg max
θ
L (θ)
and to selecting the copula family whose optimal loglikelihood, L(θˆ), is maximal.
Similarly to the Wang and Wells method, the omnibus procedure relies on
empirical margins. Both procedures therefore guarantee independency of the
copula selection from the margin representation.
5 Application to the Canadian data set
5.1 Description of the data set
We use the same data set as Frees et al. (1996), Carriere (2000) and Youn
and Shemyakin (1999, 2001). We have eliminated same-sex contracts and for
couples with more than one policy we have eliminated all but one contract.
This has left us with a set of 11,454 contracts on couples which were observed
for slightly more than five years (the observation period runs from December
29, 1988, until December 31, 1993). The couples of the original Canadian data
set have dates of birth between 1884 and 1993: in the papers which have dealt
with it, the same law of mortality is assumed to apply for all the individuals
of the same gender. Generation effects are therefore neglected. In this paper,
on the other hand, we distinguish different generation survival probabilities
and intensity processes. Since, as explained above, the methodology for the
marginal survival functions applies to single generations x and y, we focus on a
limited range of birth dates, both for males and females. In doing this, we have
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also taken into consideration the fact that the average age difference between
married man and woman in our sample is of three years. We have selected the
generation of males born between January 1st, 1907 and December 31, 1920
and those of females born between January 1st, 1910 and December 31, 1923.
These two subsets, which amount to 5,025 and 5,312 individuals respectively,
have been used to estimate the marginal survival functions 4. Then, in order to
estimate joint survival probabilities, we have further concentrated on the couples
whose members belong to the generation 1907-1920 for males and 1910-1923
for females. For the sake of simplicity, instead of labeling the generations with
the whole range of initial ages, we denote the male generation with x = 68
and the female one with y = 65. This subset includes a total of 3,931 couples.
Since both individuals and couples were born during a fourteen year period,
and the observation period is five years, we have data available for nineteen
years of age. So, entry ages vary between 68 and 82 for males and between 65
and 79 for females. In focusing on a generation and allowing for the three-year
age difference, we have considered only one illustrative example. Obviously, the
procedure explained above can be repeated for any other couple of generations.
For the chosen generation, we adopt the general procedure sketched in Sec-
tion 2 for the margins and the one in Section 4 for the joint survival function.
We first obtain the empirical margins, using the Kaplan-Meier methodology.
The marginal Kaplan-Meier data are used as inputs for the calibration of the
analytical marginal survival functions, according to the methodology in Luciano
and Vigna (2005). The KM margins also feed the Dabrowska estimate for the
empirical joint survival function.
5.2 Marginal survival functions
The Kaplan-Meier estimates of the marginal survival probabilities are collected
in Table 2.
4As a generation, we take a series of fourteen successive years of birth, rather than a single
year. This assumption is based on one hand on the possibilities of reliable calibration (number
of data) offered by the present data set; on the other, by the fact that there is not a unique
definition of generation and, generally speaking, persons with ages of birth close to each other
can be considered to belong to the same generation.
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MALES FEMALES
t tp68 tp65
1 0.97225 0.98771
2 0.96103 0.98188
3 0.93828 0.97738
4 0.91387 0.9705
5 0.89417 0.9647
6 0.86973 0.9572
7 0.84597 0.94775
8 0.81598 0.93228
9 0.78349 0.91994
10 0.75892 0.90732
11 0.73091 0.89411
12 0.69639 0.88149
13 0.65776 0.86547
14 0.60382 0.84947
15 0.5573 0.82902
16 0.51807 0.7922
17 0.48384 0.75596
18 0.4018 0.72055
19 0.33158 0.68263
Table 2. Kaplan-Meier marginal survival probabilities.
We notice that, differently from both Carriere (2000) and Frees et al. (1996),
we can calculate the empirical survival probabilities tpx only up to t = 19. This,
as already mentioned, is due to the limited range of birth dates of our genera-
tions, coupled with the five year length of observation. The analytical survival
functions will be denoted as Sm68(t), S
f
65(t) respectively, with expression given
by (4). The corresponding parameters are estimated by minimizing the mean
square error between the Kaplan Meier and the analytical survival functions,
similarly to Luciano and Vigna (2005). The estimated parameters are5
a68 = 0.0810051, σ68 = 0.00024, a65 = 0.124923, σ65 = 0.0034,
while the initial intensity values are6
µ68(0) = 0.0204276, µ65(0) = 0.0046943.
5Note that the values for the male, a68 and σ68, satisfy the sufficient condition reported in
Footnote 1, while the values for the female, a65 and σ65, satisfy the necessary and sufficient
condition of Footnote 1 for all relevant values of t.
6The values of µ68(0) and µ65(0), according to Luciano and Vigna (2005), are equal to
− ln(p68) and − ln(p65) respectively, with p68 being the survival probability of a Canadian
insured male born in 1920 and aged 68 and with p65 being the survival probability of a
Canadian insured female born in 1923 and aged 65. Using the data set we have estimated p68
males and p65 females with the Kaplan-Meier method, without restrictions on the generation.
This has been done in order to have an estimate of those survival probabilities as accurate as
possible.
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The two survival functions are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Analytical marginal survival functions Sm68(t) and S
f
65(t).
5.3 The bivariate survival function (Dabrowska)
Given the empirical margins in Table 2, provided by the Kaplan-Meier method,
we reconstruct the joint empirical survival function using the Dabrowska esti-
mator. We have simplified the estimator by truncating to integer durations.
This means that e.g. a duration of k (integer) corresponds to death between k
and k +1. As data of death between durations 5 and 6 were incomplete (due to
the maximal period of observation of 5.0075 years), we have not considered any
deaths more than five years after the start of the observation. For durations
greater than the observation period, we take the multiplier computed for the
maximal duration. Because of this, our estimate of the joint survival function
will be conservative.
In Table 3 we present the multipliers Hxy (s, t), as defined in equation (15).
The estimate Hxy (s, t) is based on the generation data set as specified. We
notice that all the multipliers are greater than one. This indicates positive
association and confirms our intuition about the dependence of the lifetimes of
couples. Later on, we will provide an appropriate measure (Kendall’s tau) of
the amount of association.
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s\t 0 1 2 3 4 ≥ 5
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1.00064 1.00089 1.00133 1.00197 1.00216
2 1 1.00106 1.00411 1.00585 1.00629 1.00708
3 1 1.00151 1.00466 1.00909 1.00998 1.01051
4 1 1.00152 1.00455 1.00883 1.01151 1.01241
≥ 5 1 1.00197 1.00483 1.0094 1.01254 1.01713
Table 3. Function H68,65(s, t).
Another relevant feature of the data which can be captured from the table
is the fact that the multipliers are generally increasing per row and per column:
this means that the amount of association is increasing. Namely, it means
that, for given survival time of one individual in the couple, the conditional
survival probability of the other member is more and more different from the
unconditional one as time goes by.
5.4 The copula choice (Wang & Wells)
The Dabrowska empirical estimate of the joint survival function is in turn used
as an input for Kˆ, the empirical version of the K function, according to a
discretized version of formula (12). In order to obtain the latter we divide
the unit interval into a thousand subintervals. Figure 2 presents the empirical
estimate for K, Kˆ.
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Figure 2. Empirical K, Kˆ.
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We observe that Kˆ(v) is zero for v < 0.23, because the smallest value of
S(s, t) is S(19, 19) = 0.23 (Let us recall that this minimum is due to censoring
and to the restriction to one generation, which reduces the observation window
to 19 years).
As stated above, the empirical K is used, together with the theoretical ones,
in order to
a) select the θ parameter value for each copula and
b) select the best fit copula.
At both stages we use the L2 norm, and then we check the result using the
sup norm.
For each copula, we choose as parameter estimate θ̂ the one which makes the
corresponding theoretical K, Kφ
θ̂
, the least distant from the empirical K, K̂n.
The distance is first appreciated graphically, then computed by discretizing the
integral appearing in error
(
φ
θ̂(xy)
)
. The discretization has step 1/1000, the
one of the empirical K. The lower bound for the computation of the error is
taken to be ξ = 0.231, according to the criterion in section 4.2.
We therefore obtain a different theoretical K function for each copula, and
we are ready to compare them in order to assess their goodness-of-fit and to
select the best copula. The graphical comparison can be done using Figure 3,
where we present the functions λ(z) = z−K(z) using the theoretical K functions
and the empirical one (the graphical comparison results easier to perform with
the λ functions than with the K ones).
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Figure 3. Graphical comparison among theoretical and empirical
λ(z) = z −K(z) functions.
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Table 4 reports for each copula the distance between theoretical K function and
empirical one, i.e. the minimized distance error
(
φ
θ̂(xy)
)
.
Clayton Frank Gumbel 4.2.20 Nelsen Special
1.33638 3.09502 4.77706 0.72003 0.81101
Table 4. Error φ
θ̂(xy), according to L
2- norm distance.
Both from the graph and the errors, we conclude that the best fit copula is
the 4.2.20 Nelsen one.
By inverting the parameter value of the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula we also get
an estimate of Kendall’s tau, as explained under 3’) of section 4.2: this results
in τˆ = 0.6039, roughly in line with the values obtained for the same Canadian
set, but without focusing on a generation, by other authors (Frees et al., 1996,
Carriere, 2000, Youn and Shemyakin, 1999, 2001, Shemyakin and Youn, 2001).
In the absence of a formal test for censored data (see Genest et al., 2006),
we also check the correctness of the copula choice by repeating the procedure
- namely, points 1’) and 2’) above - with the sup norm: we again obtain the
4.2.20 Nelsen copula as the best fit one.
5.5 Omnibus procedure
As a further check of our selection, we implement the omnibus or pseudo-
maximum likelihood procedure. As inputs for it, we again use the rescaled
Kaplan-Meier marginal probabilities in Table 2. Table 5 presents the estimated
parameters θˆ for each copula, their standard errors and the maximized likelihood
function.
θ via omnibus standard θ via Wang and Maximum-
procedure error Wells procedure likelihood
Clayton 2.23253 0.32899 2.73117 -734.698
Frank 3.48923 0.4154 6.31334 -735.268
Gumbel 1.12921 0.02172 2.2612 -750.297
4.2.20 Nelsen 1.04017 0.14272 1.00476 -734.573
Special 4.37336 0.42495 3.09667 -740.396
Table 5. Estimated θ via omnibus procedure and Wang and Wells procedure,
together with their standard errors and maximized likelihood.
The likelihood is maximized in correspondence to the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula:
this procedure then confirms the results of the Wang and Wells one.
The omnibus approach also confirms the validity of the Kendall’s tau esti-
mates obtained with the Wang and Wells approach: using the above standard
errors, for each copula parameter - and consequently for the Kendall’s tau - we
computed a 95% confidence interval around the maximum likelihood one. Both
the copula parameter and the Kendall’s tau of the Wang and Wells method fall
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in the 95% confidence interval of the omnibus procedure estimate, if one consid-
ers the 4.2.20 Nelsen or Clayton copula. However, if the test is repeated using
the estimated parameters of the sup norm distance, it results that the 4.2.20
Nelsen and Special estimates from the Wang and Wells methodology fall within
the maximum likelihood significance bounds. Therefore, the 4.2.20 Nelsen is
the only one which passes the test for both norms.
6 Analysis of joint survivorship
6.1 The analytical joint survival function
We couple the fitted marginal survival functions of Section 5.2 with the best fit
copula choice of Section 5.4, according to the formula
S68,65(s, t) = C68,65(S
m
68(s), S
f
65(t))
and using the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula, as specified in Table 1. In order to simplify
the notation, from now onwards we will drop the indices, so that
S68,65(s, t) = S(s, t); S
m
68(s) = S(s); S
f
65(t) = S(t)
By coupling marginals and copula, we obtain the joint survival function
S(s, t) of Figure 4. Some of its sections are presented in Figures 5 and 6 respec-
tively.
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Figure 4. Joint analytical survival function, S68,65(s, t).
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Figure 5. Sections of the joint analytical
survival function, for female fixed duration.
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Figure 6. Sections of the joint analytical
survival function, for male fixed duration.
Looking at Figure 5, we notice that, if t is high, S(s, t) is almost flat until
a certain duration s∗ after which it decreases. This is due to the fact that the
probability for the female of surviving t years, with high t, is very low: this
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affects to a great extent the joint probability of surviving s years for the male
and t years for the female (even when the probability S(s, 0) is very high because
s is small). After duration s∗, the joint probability starts to decrease because of
the joint effect of low probability of surviving t years for the female and s years
for the male.
The same comments made for Figure 5 apply to Figure 6. Note that, while
the duration s∗ after which S(s, t) t fixed starts to decrease is always lower than
the fixed value of t, here the duration t∗ after which S(s, t) s fixed starts to
decrease is always higher than the fixed value of s. This is probably due to the
difference in death rates for a male and a female with the same age. Evidence
of this can also be found in the different level of the sections when we change
sex: for instance, S(s, 35) lies at a higher level than S(35, t), S(s, 30) lies at a
higher level than S(30, t), etc.
6.2 Time-dependent association
In this section we report and discuss the measures of time-dependent association.
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Figure 7. Association measure ψ1(s, t) =
S(s,t)
S(s)S(t) .
In Figure 7, we report the ratio between the joint survival function S(s, t) and
the probability which we would obtain under the assumption of independence,
namely the product copula one, S(s)S(t). Note that we use the short notation
Sm68(s) = S(s), S
f
65(t) = S(t). Figure 7 therefore reports the time dependent
measure of association ψ1 (s, t) as defined in (7). The ratio has values greater
than one because of positive dependence, is monotone in each argument, as
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expected from the copula selected, and reaches very high values for large s and
t.
The sections of the dependence measure in Figure 7 are in Figures 8 and
9. All the curves start at 1 for s = 0 or t = 0 and increase monotonically
until a certain value, defined as s∗ in Figure 8 and t∗ in Figure 9, from which
they remain constant. The ratio of the conditional to unconditional survival
probability for men, given a female age, is then stable above s∗, while the
corresponding ratio for women, given a male age, is stable over t∗. Comparing
the sections of Figure 8 with those of Figure 9 for the same fixed value, we
observe that s∗ < t∗. This is a distinctive feature of the mortality experienced
by males compared to females, which the specific joint survival function permits
to highlight.
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Figure 8. Sections of the association measure ψ1(s, t) =
S(s,t)
S(s)S(t) ,
for fixed female duration t.
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Figure 9. Sections of the association measure ψ1(s, t) =
S(s,t)
S(s)S(t) ,
for fixed male duration s.
Starting from the previous age dependent association measure, we compute
the conditional survival probabilities resulting from our estimates, Sm68(s | t) and
S
f
65(t | s) respectively. For the sake of brevity, we denote them as Sm68(s | t) =
S(s | t), Sf65(t | s) = S(t | s) and present them in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.
In Figure 10, for small values of t, S(s|t) approaches the marginal distribution
S(s) as expected . For high values of t the level of S(s|t) increases, and is even
equal to 1 for a considerable period of time, if t = 30, 35. This means that the
probability of surviving for a long time for the male is actually one, given that
the female survives even longer. Similar comments apply to Figure 11. Here
we notice that with high values of s, S(t|s) is 1 for durations longer than s.
Generally speaking, the fact that the male survives s years seems to guarantee
that the female survives at least s years.
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Figure 10. Male conditional survival probability
for fixed female duration t.
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Figure 11. Female conditional survival probability
for fixed male duration s.
Regarding the second measure of time-dependent association in Section 3,
Table 6 illustrates the measures ψ2x (0, t) and ψ2y (s, 0). The unconditional
life expectancies E [Tmx ] and E
[
T fy
]
are respectively equal to 16.51 and 21.84.
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Column 2 displays the relative increase of the conditional expected remaining
lifetime of (x), given that (y) survives to age y + t, with respect to E [Tmx ]:
as explained in Section 3, in correspondence to our copula, it increases as a
function of t. Similarly, column 4 shows the relative increase of the conditional
expected remaining lifetime of (y), given that (x) survives to age x + s, with
respect to E
[
T fy
]
: it is increasing as a function of s, as expected. We observe
that, for s = t, ψ2x (0, t) < ψ2y (s, 0) for small values of s or t, but the inequality
sign is reversed for large values of s or t. Knowledge of the fact that the female
survives a given number of years affects the remaining survivorship of the male
less than the opposite knowledge, for short maturities (1, 5, 10 respectively).
The opposite applies to long maturities (more than 10 years).
Even this second measure then gives us a very specific information on the
sample survivorship.
t ψ2(0, t) =
E(Tx|Ty>t)
E(Tx)
s ψ2(s, 0) =
E(Ty|Tx>s)
E(Ty)
1 1.002 1 1.006
5 1.015 5 1.028
10 1.044 10 1.055
15 1.097 15 1.088
20 1.198 20 1.127
25 1.379 25 1.171
30 1.627 30 1.213
Table 6. Association measures ψ2(0, t) (column 2) and ψ2(s, 0) (column 4).
The third measure of time-dependent association in Section 3, the cross-ratio
function for the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula, as a function of S (u, u), is
CR (S (u, u)) = 1 + θ
(
1 + [S (u, u)]
−θ
)
.
Like the previous measures, and as shown in Spreeuw (2006), it is increasing
as a function of duration u. It measures the relative increase in the survivor
force of mortality. Figure 12 gives a plot of CR (S(u, u)) versus u: note that,
as expected, CR (S(u, u)) is increasing in u and takes very high values for u
greater than 30.
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Figure 12. Cross ratio function or association measure CR(S(u, u)).
To sum up, since the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula is the best fit one for the sam-
ple at hand, members of a couple become more dependent on each other as
they age. The measures illustrated above give different perspectives on this age
dependence, based respectively on conditional survival probabilities, expected
lifetimes and their conditional version, as well as relative increase of the sur-
vivor’s force of mortality.
7 Summary and conclusions
This paper represents a first attempt to model the mortality risk of couples of
individuals according to the stochastic intensity approach.
From a theoretical point of view, we extend the Cox processes setup to
couples. Cox processes are based on the idea that mortality is driven by a
jump process the intensity of which is itself a stochastic process, pertaining to
a gender’s particular generation. The dependence between the survival times
of members of a couple is captured by a copula, which we assume to be of the
Archimedean class, as in the previous literature on bivariate mortality.
From an empirical point of view, we present an application on a data set of
couples from a large Canadian insurer, well known in the literature on bivariate
survival functions. First, we choose two generations of males and females in their
retirement age and provide a calibration of their marginal survival functions.
We select time-homogeneous non mean-reverting affine processes for the inten-
sity and give the corresponding survival functions in analytical form. Then,
we parametrize and select the best fit copula, according to the methodology
of Wang and Wells (2000b) for censored data. We obtain the 4.2.20 Nelsen
copula as the best fit one and we confirm its appropriateness with the pseudo-
maximum likelihood procedure. Since the 4.2.20 Nelsen copula is the best fit
one, dependence increases with age.
Coupling the best fit copula with the calibrated margins, we obtain a joint
survival function which is fully analytical and incorporates the stochastic terms
of the mortality intensities of both members.
We believe that the main contributions in this paper are twofold. Firstly,
generation effects are taken into account in modelling mortality of coupled lives,
since the methodology of stochastic intensities is applied to the univariate mar-
gins. Secondly, we perform the best fit selection on candidate copulas which
incorporate different time-dependent associations and, therefore, we infer from
the data how association evolves when the couple ages. Although in this paper
only one generation is analyzed, the procedure can evidently be repeated for
several generations. In further research, it would be interesting to investigate
the impact of generation on bivariate mortality, by comparing the results for
different generations.
27
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